2004 suzuki intruder 1500 review
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Introducing the all-new Marauder With its massive V-twin engine, the Marauder is absolutely
ripped. And with its range of high-tech components, it leaves the world of compromise behind.
Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per
cylinder:. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes
from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top
providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of
related motorbikes before you buy this Suzuki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the
riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair
costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the
future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to
read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. Engine performance
for the Suzuki Intruder LC You can also compare bikes. Safety recall for gas tank bushing had
yet to be completed, so I had to get this done during the time I owned it. I used a GMan Stage 3
Setup and Hard khrome pipes, so this bike knows how to get out of the way, and will easily best
any Fatboy of equal size on the market. The bike itself features a shaft drive, hydraulic valves,
tubeless tires, hydraulic clutch and dual front disc brakes, so it is a relatively low maintenance
bike oil changes, clutch flush 1x per year, brake pads every 1 to 2 years. As for the bike itself, it
is extremely comfortable and reliable, as well as strong, so I have no complaints about her.
Every time I ride the bike, I end up with a big smile on my face, and I'm very grateful for the
quality craftsmanship that has gone into producing this fine machine! Review Date: 30th
September, Review Date: 30th March, The front shakes bad when not holding onto the
handlebars. This also happened to my Suzuki Intruder Review Date: 12th January, I also hit
something in the road doing 60, and the tire blew and the rim was bent. The front was wobbling
like crazy, but I've been on and around bikes for 50 years, so I got off the road safe. I agree - I
had to replace the stator on my LC. Otherwise I have enjoyed my bike a lot. Faults: Safety recall
for gas tank bushing had yet to be completed, so I had to get this done during the time I owned
it. General Comments: I used a GMan Stage 3 Setup and Hard khrome pipes, so this bike knows
how to get out of the way, and will easily best any Fatboy of equal size on the market. Comment
on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Dependable
machine Faults: Bridgestone tires cupped early. Rectifier stator connector got brittle. General
Comments: The engine is bulletproof. OEM gel seat is very comfortable. Long wheelbase.
Summary: Otherwise I like the motorcycle Faults: The front shakes bad when not holding onto
the handlebars. The biggest problem was the electricals due to the stator issue. I have owned
the bike 9 years and love the comfort. Also if I speed shift, my rear end will come off the seat.
The clutch can be a little grabby, but I am used to it. All in all, a solid eight. View 1 reply Reply to
this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. In reply to 5th Mar ,
Reply to this comment. View all Suzuki Reviews Write a Review. The Suzuki VL Intruder is long,
low and wide, very similar to Kawasaki's Vulcan in terms of power, overall feel and ride quality.
Thought not Considering its vast bulk the Suzuki VL Intruder handles OK, but the slow steering
is ponderous and it needs a certain knack to successfully guide the Intruder through traffic
jams. The Suzuki VL Intruder's suspension is really soft so the overall ride is very comfortable.
It's a torquey lump, making its peak lunge at just rpm, but still feels underpowered. One decent
British winter will almost destroy the underside of the Suzuki VL Intruder, so buy an Optimate
and stick it in the garage until May. The Suzuki VL Intruder was cheap when it was new and they
go cheap secondhand too. The other advantage of buying used is that owners tend to add
extras like screen, saddlebags etc. There are still better used cruisers on the market and even a
Harley Sportster will maintain its resale value better than a Suzuki VL Intruder in the long run.
The Suzuki VL Intruder hasn't many extras on it, the pillion perch looks like a bit of an
afterthought and there's no grabrail. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike
about the bike below. Version: vs intruder. Buying experience: bought privately years ago.
Buying experience: dealer in Holland better price then UK. Big, logy, brutal machine for fat
leather-dressed men like me. Minimum of options, maximum of simple. If you wanna ride this
bike, you have to be strong and undemanding rider with an axe You have to not want speed,
this bike is for calm traveling through night avenues and long highways. It looks like hyppo but
it's brisk like weasel. Maybe, too wide for jam-riding. There is not always rather engine thrust at

high speed. Simple piece of iron. But it's a little downside for such class of motobike. Best bike
I've ever owned thus far. Fat factory seat. I throw on the airhawk 2 if I'm going out of state or
something. I love this bike. Gas tank could be bigger but I deal with it. The 3. This bike is very
easy to work on and stays running strong. Very little maintenance. Not sure what the reviewer
has against the steering of this bike but I get through traffic just fine. I've put on about miles on
it. I'm pretty sure I'm going to ride this until the motor blows. It's a metric bike so it will out last a
Harley. It brakes as good as anything else. I really don't want to stop on a dime with a bike. I feel
as though I'd dump it. I'm going to fit an sns motor in this when the motor blows. Otherwise it
keeps up with any other bike I ride with. Just keep it in the powerband. Just do regular
maintenance like any other bike. Passenger seat could be bigger so I have to upgrade to a
mustang seat. Its interesting that the professional testers know so much on one ride. Example
one said the clutch lever is too long and grabs. It's true it jumps forward but the lever is
adjustable for length. Missed by the experts. Fair to say it is not a race bike. But who would race
a bike that weighed lbs and had floor boards? That's what the testers want? Kind of impossible.
If you want the power of a ninja then you would need cc. It still will not go around corners. It is
just about as big as possible as a Vtwin. This is great and you find your old bike is very
different. VL is very different from a mid size motorcycle. Brakes I feel are just fine. Harleys
come with one front brake. It is a bad idea to over brake a bike. In bad weather or sand the bike
can lock up a front wheel with little effort. In a panic its easy to do. Down you will go - if you are
unlucky. Locking up a front wheel is not good. Intruder would you ride a bike so named hell yea.
Are people being paid for opinions? Put stock exhaust back on bike was much more happy.
Buying experience: Used private seller This is more than a 2 star bike. Very comfy, only ish
miles to a tank which is a little annoying. Engine has loads of grunt and makes the right noise. A
few custom parts out there for it but you have to search for them. If you have the choice
between a cheap harley or a newish then its a no brainer. My was much better than competition
at the time and this site just isn't really very fair to the bike at all. I really don't understand why
so many bike Mags favor Harley over their competition at all Do you realize these bikes are
consistently over , miles without a single engine repair? Think about that, you gave the fatboy 1
more star in this area and I guarantee they're not crossing , miles without rebuilds on most
occassions. Seriously, by your records, it Takes cc Engine in the Fatboy or Road King to match
that of the cc Intruder and yet you noted the weight of the intruder as an issue Well, get this, the
weight of the fatboy is so even that is a disadvantage from this same year. So Harley needed a
considerably larger engine with Fuel Injection to match the performance of a now 8 year old
Intruder with a smaller, carbuerated, engine. Oh and by the way, again this cc engine was the
top performer in its class back in to Oh and for the record, your stats are wrong, the Fatboy and
the Road King were cc 8 years ago so to say they're since is inaccurate Also, the Intruder is
incredibly well balanced, has a very low center of Gravity and a higher ground clearance than
anything that it competed against back in the early 's. As for the Name Intruder, I would
absolutely ride a bike with that name on it given the fact that it happens to be one of the
smoothest riding bikes on the market and I can squeeze another 10 horse or 10 ftlbs of Torque
with a Stage 3 Jet Kit, Air Filter and Some Pipes. Oh and one last thing, you never mentioned all
the goodies you got on this bike that you didn't get on some of the others Like the Hydraulic
Clutch and the Fuel Sensor with Warning Light these weren't standard on some of the
competitors as they might have one of these features but not both. Range on that small tank
miles Two-up and full luggage. Gearshift is heavy. We do not have British winters so keeping
the shine is probably about the same as other similar bikes, gee funny about that. I have ridden
many many other bikes, and own a number of different styles from a dirt bike through to a duke,
a speed triple to the VL and I also love my Z's, and for what it is the VL handles O. Mine is
actually a company vehicle, and as such, is my hack to travel to the many building jobs that my
company, performs, and it just does not let me down. In OZ with 25, miles they still in still fetch
approximately thousand dollars,and considering that mine is a model that's not to bad. Your
tester is right they are rather bare when new, and buying them second hand is the way to go as
mine had the whole catastrophe, OEM extras screen, rack, sissy bar, customised guards,
spotlights, twin discs, saddle bags etc. Also suspension can be adjusted to quite a hard setting.
Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 14 images. Warranty term
Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Engine 4 out of 5 great engine apart from the
chrome finish, but 20 years old so has too be expected. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 do our own
work , husband a mechanic. Equipment 4 out of 5 good overhall bike would recomend and stick
with continental milestone tyres. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 2 out of 5 very poor on fuel
efficiency. Equipment 1 out of 5 no extras supplied with stock spec. Engine 4 out of 5 There is
not always rather engine thrust at high speed. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Simple piece of iron lowest costs. Equipment 3 out of 5 Simple piece of iron. Engine 4 out of 5 I'm going to fit an sns

motor in this when the motor blows. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5 Passenger
seat could be bigger so I have to upgrade to a mustang seat. Engine 4 out of 5 Absolutely nice
with aftermarket pipes. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 oil, filters, tyres and brake pads when needed.
Equipment 5 out of 5 Pirelli Nightdragon Tyres fitted. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 4 out
of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Suzuki VL Intruder motorcycle review Riding. Low Summary of owners' reviews. Click photos to enlarge. Our big, clean bike pics
make great desktop wallpaper. Get on an Intruder â€” and turn on the excitement â€¦. The
Suzuki Intruder is designed to let you capture the gut-level experience of motorcycling in its
purest form. It has the performance to give you a visceral charge from the thrill of acceleration
â€” or from the controlled power of centrifugal force in a turn. The Intruder also has an
extended chassis and long wheelbase, which allows a wonderfully spacious riding position. Out
on the highway, you and a passenger have the room to stretch out and ride in comfort all day
long. It has floorboards and a deeply padded seat. And its engine has dual offset crank pins and
shaft drive for smooth performance. The Intruder is styled to turn heads wherever you go. Its
flowing lines, sparkling chrome and lustrous paint make it a work of art. Height Width Weight
lbs. Ground Clearance 5. Wheelbase Seat Height Suggested Starting Price shown does not
include tax, title, or destination charge. Dealer prices may vary. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
Kawasaki Z Review. Next Yamaha FZ1 Review. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel
reply You must be logged in to post a comment. See Fitment tab for exact fitment details. Create
your perfect bundle: Select the fairing that fits your bike; pick the stereo and speakers that fit
you. Then decide on the head unit to power your sound package and bring it to life! For some
riders, having quick and easy access to storage is a necessity. Kicker generates amazing sound
by combining the tweeter and woofer into one booming coaxial speaker. This two-in-one design
creates an audio component loud enough to be heard above highway noise but light weight
enough to maintain smooth motorcycle handling. The crisp highs and solid lows that this
combination generates deliver a serious punch to the gutâ€”even without an amplifier. No
matter how great these speakers are, they make no sound without something providing input.
But the marine-grade stereo is more than just a good-l
89 plymouth voyager
changing a radiator
painless 30815
ooking head unit. Each fairing comes with one clear and one tinted windshield at no additional
cost. We do not offer a truly vented fairing. But because there are so many different models,
factory upgrades, and custom aftermarket parts, some modification may be necessary. You may
also use part numbers A and A, as these supersede the original part numbers. We promise to
never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. This
product hasn't received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! All prices are in
USD. Brands Brands Batwing Fairing View all brands. Please wait Create an account. Batwing
Fairing. See 14 more pictures. Buy in bulk and save. Suzuki OEM Hardware Required - Part and
You may also use part numbers A and A, as these supersede the original part numbers.
Rockford Fosgate PMX-1 :. Enter your name: optional. Box , Greenville, SC Related Products.
Contact us: Newsletter signup Name Email. Brands Batwing Fairing View all brands.

